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COME NOW the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”) an pursuant to the Case

Management Order in this case, provides the following statement of positions:

I. INTRODUCTION/STATEMENT OF CASE

IIEC asserts that on many issues ComEd’s Brief does not address the entire evidentiary record
in this case.  As a result, it says, other parties are denied an opportunity to respond to the arguments
of the petitioning utility on all the evidence in the record and the Commission is denied the benefit
of briefs and  replies on the full record.  IIEC urges caution in the Commission’s reliance on such
argument, since arguments and assertions presented for the first time in a reply brief cannot be tested
for coherence and accuracy by the responsive briefs of other parties.  In support of its position, IIEC
cites the Commission’s admonition to the utility in another recent case for presenting arguments in
its reply brief that could have been included in its initial brief.  There the Commission commented
that the strategy is not viewed favorably and directed its cessation.  (Re Ameren, Dkt. 06-0070 et al.,
(Cons.), Order on Rehearing, May 16, 2007 at 35).

Legal Standards

IIEC argues that ComEd attempts to shift as much as possible of its burden of proof to other
parties.  However, IIEC notes, the Commission’s enabling legislation expressly mandates the
evidentiary burden of proof that the Commission must use in rate case determinations.  (220 ILCS
5/9-201(c)).  Any other adjudicative process would be beyond the Commission’s jurisdiction. In
response to ComEd’s brief, IIEC argues that the utility blurs the distinction between its burden of
proof and the burden of going forward.  (ComEd Br. at 10).  Assuming the utility has made a prima
facie case, IIEC acknowledges that other parties must then present opposing evidence, but, IIEC
argues, that burden is met by the presentation or such evidence.  According to IIEC, there is no
further burden, as ComEd claims, “to show that the costs are unreasonable” (Id. at 11) or to “show[]
the utility’s business decisions to have been unreasonable” or to show costs were “not prudently
incurred.” (Id. at 10).  The PUA requires, without qualification, that in ratemaking proceedings the
burden of proof to establish the justness and reasonableness of the proposed rates shall be upon the
utility.  (220 ILCS 5/9-201(c)).  IIEC says non-utility parties do not have the burden of proving the
inappropriateness of utility proposals.  The burden is always on ComEd to prove that its proposals
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and the costs underlying them are just and reasonable.  (220 ILCS 5/9-101, 9-201, 9-211).  

IV. RATE BASE

A. Overview

IIEC argues ComEd has proposed a selective, biased recognition of the known and
measurable post-test year changes affecting ratepayers.  IIEC states ComEd proposes to recognize
actual and expected post-test year plant additions, over a period of almost two years following the
end of its chosen 2006 test year, that purport to increase ComEd’s rate base by approximately one
and one-half billion dollars.  According to IIEC, that enormous inflation of its rate base is
accomplished only by ignoring the known and measurable changes in the Reserve for Accumulated
Depreciation that will occur over the same period.  IIEC argues that recognition of those offsetting
changes in ComEd’s rate base is necessary (a) to maintain the balance and matching of costs and
revenues required by the Commission’s test year and pro forma adjustment rules, (b) to accurately
represent the net effect on ratepayers of ComEd’s proposed plant additions, and (c) to comply with
the PUA.

IIEC contends ComEd’s proposed one-sided adjustment is inconsistent with the
Commission’s own rules and is not representative of the period rates will be in effect.  It argues the
proposed pro forma adjustments also distort test year costs and unlawfully inflate the utility’s
statutory rate base and cost of service, to benefit ComEd.  

IIEC identifies ComEd’s basis for its one-sided proposal as an extraordinary expansion of
prior commission decisions on this issue.  According to IIEC, those cases are factually
distinguishable and should not be followed.  However, if the Commission deems them constraining
in its determination in this case, IIEC asks that the Commission re-examine, and disavow, those
decisions.  Since past Commission decisions are not binding precedent, IIEC argues that the
Commission may modify its prior determinations on the basis of new information or a
reconsideration of evidence.  (Mississippi River Fuel Corp. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n., 1 Ill.2d
509  (1953) at 513; Citizens Utility Board v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n., 291 Ill. App. 3d 300 (1st
Dist. 1997) at 307). 

B. Uncontested Issues

1. Plant

e. Contested Staff-Proposed Adjustments That Are Uncontested If
the Set of Resolutions Reflected in the Stipulation Is Approved

In its Brief, IIEC explained why the ComEd-Staff Stipulation’s provision on ComEd’s post-
test year adjustments for plant additions is improper and unlawful.  Accordingly, IIEC opposes
Commission acceptance of the Stipulation as to that issue. 
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C. Contested Issues

1. Plant

a. Pro Forma Capital Additions

ii. Impact on Test Year Rate Base

(a) Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and
Amortization

IIEC notes ComEd has chosen a 2006 historical test year as the proposed basis for setting
rates in this case.  IIEC also observes that under the Commission’s test year rules and governing case
law, a utility’s costs and revenues are matched over a consistent time period -- the test year.  (See 83
Ill. Adm. Code Part 287, Part 285).  “The purpose of the test year rule is to prevent a utility from
overstating its revenue requirement by mismatching low revenue data from one year with high
expense data from a different year.”  (Business & Professional People in the Public Interest v. ICC,
146 Ill 2d 175 (1991) (“BPI II”) at 238).  

According to IIEC, exceptions to those restraints are governed by Section 287.40 (Pro Forma
Adjustments) of the Commission’s rules.  (83 Ill. Adm. Code 287.40).  IIEC argues that the relevant
language permits pro forma adjustments for all known and measurable “changes affecting the
ratepayers in plant investment, operating revenues, expenses, and cost of capital.” IIEC notes that
proper adjustments under Section 287.40 are consistent with the revenue requirement formula
[Revenue Requirement = (Operating Expense) + (Rate of Return) x (Rate Base)] and with the
fundamental test year requirement to match rate setting data over a consistent time period.  (BPI II
at 238).   IIEC also cites the Commission’s determination that  pro forma adjustments should reflect
revenues and costs during the period rates are in affect.  Re Central Illinois Public Service Company
(AmerenCIPS) et al, ICC Dkts. 02-0798,03-0008, 03-0009 (Cons.) (“AIU Cases”), Final Order, Oct.
23, 2003 at 10-11.  

In the context of these ratemaking norms, IIEC says ComEd proposed to recognize almost
$1.5 billion in post-test year additions to Gross Plant as a basis for setting rates, even though the
investment on which a utility is permitted to earn grows only if and to the extent that its Net Plant
increases.  ComEd’s rate base and customer rates are not changed dollar-for-dollar by gross plant
additions.  According to IIEC, the Commission must recognize both post-test year increases and post-
test year decreases to ComEd’s test year rate base. IIEC contends that, by increasing gross plant while
ignoring the offsetting changes in accumulated depreciation, ComEd overstated its rate base by $654
million.  It is IIEC’s position that this erroneous rate base adjustment inflated ComEd’s revenue
requirement by approximately $93.6 million.   
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IIEC recommends that the one-sided adjustment proposed by ComEd be rejected for at least
three reasons.  First, ComEd’s proposal is inconsistent with any reasonable reading of Section 287.40,
which cannot reject customary accounting conventions on the calculation of net plant and rate base.
IIEC says Mr. Griffin of the Staff confirmed that calculating net plant without appropriate recognition
of accumulated depreciation is an anomaly -- unique to a particular interpretation of pro forma plant
adjustments.  In no other context would net plant be calculated without considering accumulated
depreciation. IIEC also points out that both Staff and ComEd have taken proper account of
accumulated depreciation in computing this critical ratemaking quantity in every other context.  

Second, IIEC argues, the result of ComEd’s proposed adjustment is not representative of the
matched costs and revenues -- the heart of the Commission’s test year and pro forma adjustment rules
-- that will exist when rates set in this case will be in effect.   Third, the resulting overstatement of
ComEd’s rate base will unavoidably result in the Commission exceeding its expressly limited
authority under Section 9-211 of the PUA to “include in a utility’s rate base only the value of such
investment . . . both prudently incurred and used and useful in providing service to public utility
customers.”  (220 ILCS 5/9-211).  

It is IIEC’s position that the test year concept -- as codified in the Commission’s test year
rules (including the rule on pro forma adjustments) and interpreted by reviewing courts -- prevents
a utility from overstating its revenue requirement by mismatching low revenue data from one year
with high expense data from a different year.  (BPI II at 238).  IIEC says ComEd’s adjustment for
plant additions does precisely what the test year concept is meant to prevent, by pairing the year end
2006 test year accumulated depreciation balance with a test year rate base adjusted to include gross
plant additions through third quarter 2008.  This timing mismatch improperly inflates ComEd’s net
plant balance and its adjusted test year rate base according to IIEC.  

IIEC reasons the Commission’s most thorough and thoughtful analysis of this issue, the
decision in the AIU Cases, should control.  IIEC argues that the Commission’s analysis in that case
requires that where net plant is static or declining, the Commission will closely scrutinize pro forma
adjustments for proposed post-test year plant additions, since they are likely to inflate the rate base.
Where net plant is increasing, the Commission might be inclined to allow post-test year plant
additions, but only to the extent that they exceed increased accumulated depreciation.  IIEC notes that
in every circumstance, the Commission’s inquiry addresses the change in “net plant,” which is the
quantity in the rate base on which rates are properly based.   As IIEC witness Gorman explained,
changes to net plant (not gross plant) are the driver of changes to rate base and cost of service.
(Gorman, IIEC Ex. 6.0-C at 16:331).    IIEC’s analysis and recommendation in this case followed the
analysis of the AIU Cases, applied to the facts of record in this proceeding.  

IIEC argues that under Section 9-211 of the PUA, the Commission is authorized to allow in
the rate base used for setting rates “only the value of such investment which is both prudently
incurred and used and useful in providing service to public utility customers.”  (220 ILCS 5/9-211).
IIEC says the value of ComEd’s plant investment is a function of both its additions to plant and the
depreciation of plant already in service.  In IIEC’s view, the testimony from ComEd’s own witnesses
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confirmed that both components must be accounted for in a determination of investment for
ratemaking purposes, citing the testimony of ComEd witness Heintz. (Heintz, May 5 Tr. 2011).

IIEC says a  failure to recognize that the accumulated depreciation component of net plant
(and rate base) changes while plant additions are made over a post-test year period of almost two
years would inflate the resulting calculation of rate base beyond the express limitation of the statutory
definition of a public utility’s rate base.  An inflated rate base would unavoidably result in an
overstatement of the utility’s calculated cost of capital, IIEC argues. 

According to IIEC, ComEd’s choice of a historical test year was evidently designed to
implement a strategy of augmenting its test year rate base with unbalanced pro forma adjustments --
through a timing mismatch, adjusting gross plant 21 months beyond the test year, while leaving the
accumulated depreciation reserve at the test year level.  IIEC relies on ComEd’s  determination that

[f]iling a 2006 test year case with pro forma adjustments was . . . the
most appropriate next step on the path to recovery, given the results
of the 2004 test year case and the additional filing requirements in a
future test year case.”  (McDonald, IIEC Cross Ex. 4, DR 11.04).  

IIEC says ComEd’s Chief Financial Officer, Robert McDonald, confirmed the results of the 2004
case that the Company found attractive -- the Commission accepted ComEd's unbalanced adjustment
of test year data to include pro forma plants additions while excluding an adjustment to recognize the
change in accumulated depreciation over the period of the plant additions. IIEC says Mr. McDonald
also confirmed that ComEd rejected the option of a using a future test year, even though ComEd
knew that it would provide superior cost of service accuracy.  IIEC says the future test year
requirements ComEd avoided would have required ComEd to recognize the actual balance of
increases and decreases to its net plant in rate base, using a consistent time frame and would have
precluded the inflation of ComEd’s rate base through pro forma adjustments.  (83 Ill. Adm. Code
287.20, 287.30).  

IIEC says ComEd unreasonably extends past Commission decisions to provide a basis for its
one-sided adjustment.  Mr. Gorman testified that those past decisions are readily distinguished,
making the anomalous approaches of past decisions inapposite.  IIEC’s Mr. Gorman testified that
(unlike the proposals described in past cases) “I wasn't attempting to restate accumulated depreciation
into 2008, but rather . . . attempting to properly and accurately estimate the net plant impact
associated with post test year plant additions.”

Moreover, according to IIEC witness Mr. Gorman, the Company’s behavior contradicts its
argument, since “the Company made some post test year adjustments to accumulated depreciations
(sic) for events that increase rate base but refuse to make it for those that decrease rate base.”  (Id at
853).  IIEC argues that ComEd’s proposal to add its gross plant additions during almost two years
following its chosen test year to rate base is so extraordinary that it alone distinguishes previous
instances in a pattern of expanding abuses of the pro forma rule.  
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According to IIEC, accepting ComEd’s proposal here would continue the expansion of
unbalanced pro forma adjustments in recent ComEd cases charted in IIEC’s brief, the mismatch of
costs and cost offsets, and the divergence from test year principles and the PUA’s mandate for just
and reasonable rates.  IIEC observes that, in prior decisions that ComEd does not cite, the
Commission has ordered recognition of matching post-test year changes to more accurately reflect
the costs and revenues expected for the period during which rates will be in place. 

Finally, even though the prior decisions ComEd and Staff cite are viewed as factually
distinguishable, IIEC asks -- if those decisions are deemed to constrain the Commission’s
determination on the evidence in this case -- that the Commission re-examine, and disavow, those
past decisions, adopting the analysis of the AIU Cases.  IIEC argues that the Commission cannot seek
to blindly replicate past results, but is required to decide each case on the record evidence.  IIEC says
with the knowledge gained from experience under these decisions, the Commission should reconsider
its prior rulings.  Illinois utilities have demonstrated their ability and willingness to take advantage
of anything less than an absolutely rigid construction of Section 287.40, to the detriment of
ratepayers.  Since, its prior decisions are not res judicata, Mississippi River Fuel Corp. v. Illinois
Commerce Comm’n, 1 Ill. 2d 509 (1953) at 513, the Commission has both the authority and a legal
duty to change its position when the evidence requires it.  

In response to parties’ initial briefs, IIEC notes that ComEd and Staff focused on the
provisions of their Stipulation instead of the substantive analysis of the ComEd proposal adopted in
the stipulation.  IIEC also responds to ComEd’s attempt to limit application of the rule to items they
choose and to subordinate the rule to that utility choice.  There is a danger, IIEC contends, that the
resulting distortion would make the adjusted test year data less representative than the unaltered test
year data.  

In response to ComEd’s claims that a pro forma adjustment to recognize changes in
accumulated depreciation “disregard that the rule prohibits adjustments based on ‘[a]ttrition or
inflation’ (the depreciation on test year plant in their proposal being attrition over time)” (ComEd Br.
at 33), IIEC argues that the word “attrition” has not been used as a synonym for “calculated” in
proceedings before this Commission.  IIEC says attrition has been described as “primarily the result
of the effect of inflation on operating expenses and rate base, the loss of margin from declining sales
volumes, and increases in the cost of capital as a consequence of the rising cost of senior securities.”
(Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company, Dkt 82-0082, 1982 Ill. PUC LEXIS 1 at 29).  IIEC also notes
that because of utility group accounting, ComEd’s actual depreciation expenses (and its own
depreciation adjustments) are calculated in the manner ComEd criticizes.

In response to Staff’s brief, IIEC argues that the ComEd-Staff Stipulation provision to correct
errors in estimated plant addition costs contradicts their assertion that the costs are “known and
measurable.”  Also, IIEC contends, ComEd and Staff have agreed to “carry forward” ComEd’s test
year plant in service to June 2008, changing the test year for gross plant in precisely the way ComEd
says would make the proposed accumulated depreciation adjustment unacceptable. 
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2. Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and Amortization

IIEC says that without ComEd’s proposal for an unbalanced pro forma adjustment for post-
test year plant additions, an adjustment to recognize the known and measurable changes in
accumulated depreciation would not be necessary.  IIEC argues the test year data would remain
intact, and rates would be determined using matched cost (rate base) and revenue data, in accordance
with the test year concepts underlying the Commission’s rate setting practices.  (BPI II at 238).
Accordingly, IIEC has addressed issues relating to “Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and
Amortization” in section I.C.1.a.(2)(a), which examined the impact on rate base of ComEd’s
proposed pro forma adjustment for plant additions.  

3. Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT)

For the same reasons the Commission must take account of the change in accumulated
depreciation in connection with ComEd’s pro forma adjustment for plant additions, IIEC
recommends that the Commission recognize a pro forma adjustment for ADIT over the same period
ComEd proposes to recognize plant additions, for an accurate determination of rate base. 

V. OPERATING EXPENSES

A. Overview

IIEC says ComEd did not provide detailed proof of ratepayer benefits that could justify full
recovery of its incentive compensation program costs.  IIEC therefore examined the elements of the
programs themselves, to determine whether their primary benefit flows to shareholders or to
ratepayers.  IIEC proposes to make the primary beneficiary of components of ComEd’s incentive
compensation program responsible for the associated costs of the various components.  IIEC
recommends that the Commission adopt the same analysis and decrease ComEd’s allowed incentive
compensation program costs by $11.593 million, with a related rate base reduction of $4.544 million.

C. Contested Issues

1. Incentive Compensation Cost and Expenses

IIEC notes ComEd proposes to recover $39.8 million in incentive compensation program
costs.  ComEd has two distinct incentive compensation programs, each of which has pay-out triggers
based on various performance goals.  ComEd’s Annual Incentive Program (“AIP”) covers all
employees, and its performance targets are based on cost management, reliability and employee
safety.  IIEC argues that ComEd’s Long-Term Incentive Program (“LTIP”) contains goals phrased
in similar terms, but it is specifically designed to link ComEd’s executives’ economic interests with
those of its shareholders. 
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Because the programs’ performance goals benefit ratepayers and investors in varying degrees,
IIEC proposes to recognize differences in ratepayer or shareholder benefit, by making the primary
beneficiary responsible for the incentive compensation costs advancing its interests.   IIEC’s analysis
looked at the nature and purpose of the performance goals that trigger incentive payments under the
plans.  For ComEd’s AIP, IIEC recommends that 100% of the costs attributable to payments based
on the AIP’s CAIDI, SAIFI, OSHA and Other goals be allocated to ratepayers.  These program goals
relate directly to service reliability, service quality and employee safety.  IIEC says that the primary
beneficiaries of these incentives are ComEd’s customers.  

However, according to IIEC, the distinct AIP goals of Total Costs and Net Income benefit
both the ratepayer and investor.  Each can provide some incentive for cost reduction, which may
benefit ratepayers when lower costs are reflected in rates.  IIEC says the incentives also work to
increase earnings, which benefit shareholders -- especially between rate cases, when static rates mean
that 100% of any savings go to the utility’s bottom line.  IIEC says the costs attributable to the AIP’s
Net Income and Total Cost payment triggers should be disallowed for the same reasons the
Commission refused to impose the costs of earnings per share incentive payments in ComEd’s most
recent rate case.  IIEC says adjusting the target from earnings per share to O&M expense
management, does not change the primary beneficiary of the target.  It is IIEC’s view that the result
is the same -- shareholder profits are enhanced or stabilized. Accordingly, given the difficulty of
determining precise benefit splits IIEC says its witness made judgmental apportionment of the costs
attributable to those goals.  IIEC therefore, recommends that the costs of these program components
be shared -- 50% to investors and 50% to ratepayers.  

On the other hand, IIEC says ComEd’s LTIP is designed to specifically align management
executives’ interests with those of utility shareholders, not utility customers.  IIEC says LTIP was
designed specifically to restore ComEd’s financial health and targets achievement of financial
stability as evidenced by attaining industry median financial measures. IIEC argues that any ratepayer
benefits from the LTIP are incidental, by no means assured, and not demonstrated on this record.
Consequently, because the LTIP benefits primarily shareholders, IIEC recommends that shareholders
be responsible for 100% of the costs of the LTIP incentive compensation program.  

In response to comments in subsequent testimony from ComEd, IIEC’s witness revised his
calculation of the appropriate adjustment amounts , inter alia, to properly distinguish the expense and
capital effects of his recommendations on ComEd’s revenue requirement. IIEC says the incentive
compensation cost responsibilities (percentages) determined for each component of ComEd’s AIP
and LTIP remain unchanged from the initial IIEC analysis. IIEC’s recommended adjustments would
decrease ComEd’s allowed incentive compensation costs by $11.593 million, and they would
decrease ComEd’s proposed rate base by $4.544 million. 

IIEC says that in its responsive testimonies, ComEd failed to provide evidence to demonstrate
ratepayer benefits.  Instead, IIEC says, ComEd asserted first that if a payment trigger in an incentive
compensation program is like one previously approved by the Commission, then its  associated costs
should be allowed, regardless of the context  in which it is used, even without  demonstration of
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specific ratepayer benefits.  ComEd argued further that as long as its overall costs are reasonable,
then the incentive form of the compensation should not matter. Ultimately, neither argument is
persuasive according to IIEC, and mere argument is no substitute for the evidentiary demonstration
required under pertinent Commission decisions. 

VI. RATE OF RETURN 

C. Cost of Common Equity

IIEC’s cost of equity expert, Mr. Gorman, recommended a return on equity of 10.2% for
ComEd. He developed his recommendation using a constant32 growth Discounted Cash Flow
(“DCF”) model, a two-stage growth DCF model, a Risk Premium (“RP”) model and a Capital Asset
Pricing Model (“CAPM”) analysis. IIEC notes that because ComEd does not have publicly traded
equity shares, Mr. Gorman estimated the appropriate return on equity based on observable market
information for a group of publicly traded electric utility companies that approximates ComEd’s
investment risk (selected by ComEd witness Hadaway).  

IIEC states that electric utilities are currently in a temporary period of increased investment,
sparking expectations of enhanced short-term growth rates.   According to IIEC, this factor affected
the expected dividend growth rates used as inputs to the various DCF models in this record, and it
compromises the reliability of the constant growth DCF model in this environment. IIEC asserts
further that because the current pace of investment cannot continue indefinitely, both rate base
increases and expected earnings growth will slow after a period of three to five years.  IIEC’s Mr.
Gorman ultimately concluded that use of the consensus professional analysts’ earnings growth rates
for the proxy group, as the expected dividend growth input in a constant growth DCF model, was not
appropriate in the circumstances of this case.  These conclusions were supported, according to IIEC,
by the following evidence:

»  The consensus professional analysts’ earnings growth rates for the proxy group
used as the expected dividend growth input to the constant growth DCF exceeds (over
an indefinite period) the maximum sustainable growth rate (5.0%), that of the overall
economy, and it is considerably greater than historical growth.  (Id. at 22:497-501).

» The constant growth DCF assumes a steady growth rate that is inconsistent with the
evidence that current new investment driven growth will not continue indefinitely.
(Id. at 22:489, 22:501).  

Therefore, IIEC states, Mr. Gorman performed a two-stage DCF model, to match the expected
changes over time in electric utility growth, and capped expected growth at the GDP growth rate. 

IIEC states that Mr. Gorman also considered the results of two distinct equity Risk Premium
analyses and described the analyses as follows.  The RP analyses differed in the market data used to
estimate a range for the market risk premium.  In the first analysis, the equity risk premium was
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determined as the difference between the required return (commission-authorized returns) on
common equity investments and Treasury bond yields.  This risk premium range estimate was added
to a projected long-term treasury bond yield for the cost of equity estimate.  In the second part of his
RP analysis, the equity risk premium was calculated as the difference between
commission-authorized returns on common equity and contemporary A-rated utility bond yields.  In
this second part of his RP analysis, the market risk premium was added to the current 13-week
average yield on “Baa” rated utility bonds to derive the estimated cost of common equity.  The risk
premiums derived for a period of years were used to define a risk premium range of 3.0% to 4.4%
in this case.  IIEC concludes by noting that Mr. Gorman’s Risk Premium analyses produce an equity
return estimate in the range of 9.8% to 10.1%, with a midpoint estimate of 10.0%.   

In addition, IIEC states, Mr. Gorman also performed a CAPM analysis, which has
consistently been part of the Commission cost of equity determinations.  (North Shore Gas Co., et
al., ICC Dkt. 07-0241 and 07-34 0242 (Cons.), Order, Feb. 5, 2008 at 89).  In his CAPM, IIEC avers,
Mr. Gorman used a beta factor that is very conservative (high) by historical standards and also
reflects a trend of increasing utility betas that is not consistent with utilities’ recent efforts to reduce
their risk, including fewer risky non-regulated activities.  The other CAPM inputs, according to IIEC,
included historical and forward-looking market risk premium estimates and a risk-free rate.  IIEC
reports that based on the average of his historical and prospective market risk premium estimates of
6.5% and 7.0%, respectively, a conservative beta of 0.90 and a risk-free rate of 4.6%, Mr. Gorman
arrived at a CAPM return estimate in the range of 10.5% to 10.9%, with a midpoint of 10.7%.  

IIEC states Mr. Gorman’s recommended return on equity of 10.2% is at the midpoint of the
estimated return on equity range (9.8% to 10.6%) defined on the high end by the average of his RP
(10.0%), CAPM (10.7%), and constant growth DCF (11.0%) results.  According to IIEC, The low
end of the range is defined by his two-stage growth DCF analysis, while the high end reflects very
high (likely unreasonable) estimates of ComEd’s cost of equity.  IIEC states that the high end of Mr.
Gorman’s estimated range also reflects his Risk Premium analysis result because, though the
Commission has traditionally relied on DCF and CAPM estimates, those exhibit an upward bias in
current circumstances.  IIEC argues that although the risk premium estimate based on historical
evidence, that evidence does provide meaningful information about a utility’s estimated cost of equity
in today’s marketplace, and including it in return on equity estimations will improve the
Commission’s determination. 

IIEC argues that ComEd witness Dr. Hadaway’s analyses overstate the required equity return
for ComEd.  According to IIEC, the principal source of his DCF overstatement an unreasonable 6.6%
expected long-term growth rate that exceeds the current 5% market expectation reflects historical
inflation much higher than current forecasts, and exceeds anticipated growth in the economy as a
whole.  Further, IIEC says, Dr. Hadaway used his excessive growth rate in a constant growth DCF
model that extends the unrealistic growth spike in perpetuity.  No company, especially historically
slow growth utilities, IIEC argues, can grow indefinitely at a faster rate than the market in which it
sells its products.  IIEC avers that GDP growth is a very conservative, even overstated, ceiling for
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the highest sustainable long-term growth rate of a utility.  Despite chance to do so, IIEC argues Dr.
Hadaway never demonstrated the reasonableness of his long-term 6.6% growth rate.  

IIEC also avers Dr. Hadaway’s CAPM and Risk Premium estimates are overstated, because
they incorporate stale, inflated interest rates  that do not reflect the significant decline in interest rates
since his original analysis was performed.  IIEC reports that though Dr. Hadaway claimed that
interest rates had recently increased Mr. Gorman showed that claim to be incorrect. IIEC says after
Mr. Gorman pointed out the contradiction in Dr. Hadaway’s own data, Dr. Hadaway distinguished
in surrebuttal (rising) corporate bond rates from the falling Treasury rates.  However, IIEC argues
Dr. Hadaway used forecasted utility bond yields -- not current bond yields -- in his analysis, so his
observation does nothing to diminish the validity of Mr. Gorman’s criticism.  In addition, the
forecasted utility bond yield Dr. Hadaway used in his rebuttal testimony update was lower than the
projected yield used in his direct testimony -- confirming Mr. Gorman’s observation and that Dr.
Hadaway’s analysis does not reflect current lower interest rates.

According to IIEC, Dr. Hadaway’s Risk Premium analysis also incorporates an adjustment
for a flawed assumption - - that there is an inverse relationship between interest rates and equity risk
premiums. IIEC says academic research shows that the relationship between interest rates and risk
premiums changes over time and is not a simple inverse relationship.  IIEC argues it is inappropriate
to increase equity risk premiums, as Dr. Hadaway does in his estimation analysis, for no other reason
than a change in nominal interest rates. 

IIEC reports that as an adjunct to his determination of a just and reasonable cost of common
equity for ComEd, Mr. Gorman examined ComEd's access to capital, as indicated by its bond credit
ratings.  His purpose was to confirm that if his recommended cost of common equity is adopted,
ComEd's financial metrics will support an investment grade bond rating, providing ComEd access
to capital markets on reasonable terms. IIEC says Mr. Gorman’s analysis also examined
circumstances during the period rates. will be in effect -- in particular, implementation of recent
legislation that will relieve ComEd of its power cost recovery risk. Although ComEd witness Ms.
Abbott disputes Mr. Gorman’s conclusions, ComEd could not identify any specific reason to believe
the legislation would not be implemented as intended. 

E. Effects of Riders SMP and SEA

IIEC views the essential objective of ComEd’s proposed riders as providing ComEd greater
assurance that its rates -- augmented by rider surcharges -- will provide revenue to cover (and perhaps
exceed) its costs of service, without the moderate risk of non-recovery and the regulatory lag that are
part of Illinois’ traditional rate regulation process.  The business risk of the utility, IIEC says, is
recognized in its cost of capital determination. According to IIEC, the effect of the riders would be
to reduce the riskiness of the utility and increase rate volatility for customers.

IIEC argues that because the market required return on common equity is a function of
financial risk and operating risk, investors require a lower returns for investments of less risk.
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Accordingly, IIEC says, the Commission’s determination of ComEd’s required rate of return must
recognize the change in ComEd’s riskiness, if the riders are approved, through a reduction in
ComEd’s authorized return on equity.  IIEC’s cost of equity expert Mr. Gorman recommends a
reduction to ComEd’s authorized return on common equity in the range of at least 0.5% if the riders
are implemented. 

IIEC notes that ComEd’s cost of equity witness, Dr. Hadaway, took the position that no
downward adjustment is warranted if Rider SMP and Rider SEA are approved.  In testimony, he
deems the return on equity he recommends appropriate whether or not the Commission approves
Rider SMP.  (ComEd Br. at 65).  However, IIEC argues, ComEd never denies that the utility’s risk
will decrease if the riders are approved; it simply criticizes others parties’ attempts to address that
substantive reality, while declining to offer an opposing estimate of the effect.  

Dr. Hadaway’s implicit assertion that there would be no effect on ComEd’s cost of equity
defies common sense, in IIEC’s opinion. IIEC contends that ComEd has asked for approval of Rider
SMP specifically because there is an anticipated effect on the utility’s ability to fund SMP projects
from external sources and that Rider SEA is a virtual guarantee that ComEd will recover certain
broadly defined operations and maintenance costs.  Thus, IIEC argues, the fact that regulatory lag
and non-recovery risks are eliminated for the potentially enormous cost quantities covered by the
riders unavoidably affects the Company’s riskiness.  IIEC concludes that ComEd, which has the
burden of proving that its proposed cost of equity is reasonable, has failed to recognize the reduction
in riskiness attendant to its requested approval of Rider SMP and Rider SEA.  

If one or both of the proposed riders are approved, IIEC states, the Commission should adopt
its more reasonable approach to recognize the cost of equity effect.  IIEC contends its proposal is 
superior to CUB’s and Staff’s approach (a distinctive return for SMP assets) because only IIEC’s is
consistent with the way the capital markets will view the riders’ impact.  According to IIEC,
ComEd’s witnesses McDonald and Abbott confirmed that the effect of Rider SMP and the planned
SMP assets could not be neatly compartmentalized, that the market would not treat the outside capital
needed to fund SMP projects as separate, and that the effect on ComEd’s credit ratings will be for
the entire undifferentiated utility, not just SMP assets and operations. IIEC’s recommendation for a
reduction in ComEd’s cost of equity recognizes these facts.

VII. NEW RIDERS

A. Overview

IIEC says ComEd proposes to implement two new riders.  The riders being proposed are the
System Modernization Projects (“SMPs”) Rider (“Rider SMP”) and the Storm Expense Adjustment
Rider (“Rider SEA”).   Rider SMP provides for  a charge through which ComEd may recover the cost
of certain projects approved and designated as SMPs by the Commission.  Rider SEA is a cost-
tracking rider designed to track operating and maintenance (“O&M”) expenses related to storm
restoration, allowing a dollar-for-dollar recovery of those expenses.
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IIEC describes in general terms, as relates to utility service rates, a rider as an additional part
of a utility’s basic tariffs.  The rider has distinct pricing or other terms that provide for the recovery
of customer-specific costs the utility incurs for special circumstances such as special facilities or
programs.  IIEC claims that from its perspective and a general customer perspective riders, are
objectionable and should not be approved when they:  i) inappropriately shift operating risk from the
utility to customers, as when the costs of service at issue are fully capable of base rate recovery; ii)
adjust rates on the basis of only selected costs elements without considering other (possibly
offsetting) costs or other factors (such as increased revenues)  that affect the utility’s overall
profitability, also known as single issue ratemaking; iii) distort or otherwise compromise the
incentives for prudent and efficient utility operation built into the regulatory oversight and ratemaking
process; or iv) create cross-subsidies or otherwise result in unfair cost recovery. IIEC indicates that
Rider SMP and Rider SEA fall into one or more of the above categories and therefore should not be
approved by the Commission.

B. Rider SMP

IIEC believes Rider SMP suffers from the various problems that it claims beset riders
generally, in addition to its own unique problems.

1. General Problems with Rider SMP

IIEC argues Rider SMP capital projects should be included in ComEd’s annual capital
budgeting processes as they are currently and recovered through the normal ratemaking process.
IIEC asserts that ComEd confirms that in the absence of Rider SMP ComEd would continue to invest
in these projects and ask for appropriate rate base treatment in its next general tariff rate proceeding.
(Williams, ComEd Ex. 4.0 2nd-C at 30:593-595).  IIEC argues that ComEd is attempting to shift
operating risk to its customers, operating risk that is traditionally borne by the utility and adequately
addressed through a traditional ratemaking proceeding.  Since Rider SMP adjusts rates on the basis
of only selected cost elements without taking into consideration other costs or factors that would
affect the utility’s overall profitability.  IIEC argues SMP provides additional revenue to ComEd
without the traditional Commission review to determine the prudence of the cost and revenue
elements. IIEC finds the ratemaking approach represented by Rider SMP bears a striking resemblance
to past instances of  “single-issue ratemaking” and thus should be avoided.  

IIEC states Rider SMP also may distort or otherwise compromise the incentives for prudent
and efficient utility operation built into the regulatory oversight and ratemaking process and  may
create an incentive for ComEd to maximize expenditures in certain investment or operating items to
the extent such functions are allowed Rider SMP treatment, with its associated reduction in regulatory
oversight.  IIEC argues regulatory lag will no longer provide the utility an incentive to control utility
costs to be more profitable to its shareholders and to diminish the need for future rate cases.  Citing
A. Finkl & Sons Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, (1993), 250 Ill. 3d 317,  620 N.E. 2d 1141, 189
Ill. Dec. 834, IIEC argues the Court  recognized that “riders are useful in alleviating the burden
imposed upon a utility in meeting unexpected, volatile or fluctuating expenses.” (Id. 250 Ill. App. 3d
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317, 327).  IIEC says the long-term, planned system improvements ComEd describes  are the most
expected, least unpredictable and most controllable of utility costs.  They should receive
comprehensive review and approval, not truncated examination and pre-approval under a rider. 

IIEC asserts Rider SMP will potentially create cross-subsidies.  While IIEC acknowledges
that ComEd’s modification of the Rider recovery mechanism away from an equal cents per kWh
charge is an improvement over the previous version of the Rider, IIEC believes it will not fully
eliminate the potential for cross-subsidies under Rider SMP.  IIEC points out  many large industrial
customers already have relatively advanced metering installations, (a possible SMP) whether
provided by ComEd, their own investments, or through a retail electric supplier and claims  Rider
SMP does not incorporate any allocation method that would allocate costs to those who receive the
direct benefit of the Rider SMP investment and thus,  there will be cost subsidies in favor of those
customers that do directly benefit.

IIEC argues Rider SMP should be rejected by the Commission.

2. Problems Unique to Rider SMP

IIEC asserts Rider SMP has its own unique problems. First, IIEC argues Smart Grid
technologies are not needed to meet ComEd’s service obligations, i.e., SMP projects are not
necessary to provide delivery services in a safe, adequate, and reliable manner and that continuing
to provide service with its current facilities and technology is reasonable. IIEC points out ComEd
stated it would continue to invest in Smart Grid type projects, on the same basis it now uses for
initiating construction projects, asking for rate base treatment in its next general rate proceeding.
(Williams, ComEd Ex. 4.0-2nd-C at 30:593-595).  

Second, Rider SMP is so broadly defined that almost any project plausibly characterized as
improving ComEd system or operating efficiency could be eligible for SMP consideration. IIEC
argues these projects may far exceed ComEd’s obligation to provide safe, adequate and reliable
service as traditionally defined.   

Third, IIEC raises the concern that Rider SMP projects could allow ComEd to provide new
services on a competitive basis.  IIEC acknowledges it is not clear exactly what functionalities
ultimately will be available through the “Smart Grid” and other advanced technologies that ComEd
outlined in its testimony, but finds it is conceivable that this type of system will allow ComEd to
provide services that extend well beyond those associated with electric delivery service.  IIEC argues
Rider SMP projects may provide business opportunities for ComEd, or an unregulated affiliate, to
provide value added services related to data management, energy facilities management, or even
voice or data communications while these opportunities and services are being underwritten through
regulated rates. 

Finally, IIEC is concerned that many of the potential SMP projects described by ComEd may
have nothing to do with delivery service. In particular, IIEC identifies  SMP projects that have been
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labeled “technologies that facilitate demand response” as not falling within the scope of delivery
services as defined in the Public Utilities Act, as the technologies have much more to do with
generation of power, the reliability of the generation system, and the cost of generated power, than
they have to do with delivery service.  IIEC agrees demand response is important, but states ComEd
does not need demand response for its distribution system to function.  IIEC argues some of the new
technologies discussed by ComEd, demand response as a particular example, are not related to
delivery service currently defined.

In response to the claims in the briefs of other parties, IIEC asserts that the big supporters of
Rider SMP, aside from ComEd, are primarily Retail Electric Suppliers, entities for which Rider SMP
charges are not their main interests.  IIEC says BOMA is an exception, offering conditional support.
For RESs, the major interest in SMP projects is the potential for expanding their market
opportunities, through the expenditures of Rider SMP surcharges collected from ratepayers. IIEC
states most customers, however, have concluded that the proposed orders would violate one or more
legal strictures, be bad policy, and distort the regulatory process.  In response to ComEd’s initial
brief, IIEC claims the Proposed Rider SMP proceedings schedule sets up a continuous process of
workshops, filing reviews, and reconciliation proceedings that would challenge the resources of any
non-utility party, including Staff.  With Rider SMP approval, the resulting multiple tracks of biennial
SMP filings and cases, annual SMP reconciliations, periodic Rider SEA proceedings, and (according
to ComEd) more frequent general rate cases could price ratepayers out of meaningful participation
in many proceedings affecting their rates.  The theoretical opportunity for stakeholders participation
in Rider SMP proceedings that ComEd touts will likely be illusory and could compromise
participation in other Commission proceedings.  According to IIEC, ComEd can file rate cases as
often as necessary to modernize the grid.  IIEC says ComEd has completed past periods of
modernization investment without special cost riders, and it continues those activities today.  IIEC
claims that as in the past, ComEd need only prove its case under the bright lights of a rate case, not
in the shadows of constrained ancillary proceedings.

IIEC argues the Commission should reject ComEd’s Rider SMP proposal.

C. Rider SEA

IIEC recommends the Commission reject ComEd’s proposed Rider SEA.  IIEC states storms
and their related expenses are nothing new to utilities, and ComEd has operated for decades without
a separate storm expense adjustment, relying on traditional ratemaking of those expenses. IIEC
asserts ComEd has not provided a compelling reason to warrant this special rider treatment and
therefore it should be rejected. 

IIEC argues Rider SEA shifts significant risk from the utility to the utility’s customers.  IIEC
states, historically ComEd has borne the risk of varying storm expenses and has been compensated
under base rate treatment for such expenses.  IIEC believes continued diligence in maintaining its
distribution system will likely lessen ComEd’s storm expenses.  IIEC believes the expense can, to
an extent, be controlled by ComEd. (Stephens, IIEC Ex. 1.0-C at 36:760-764).
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IIEC points out that, like Rider SMP, Rider SEA has the potential to violate the rule against
single issue ratemaking.  Each of the expense adjustments that occur in the future can  be made
without regard to other changes that may lower ComEd’s overall revenue requirement, and it is
improper to consider changes to components of the revenue requirement in isolation.  A. Finkl &
Sons Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, (1993) 250 Ill. 3d 317, 325, 620 N.E.2d 1141, 1993 Ill.
App. LEXIS 833.

IIEC argues Rider SEA distorts incentives for prudent and efficient utility operation.
Knowing that the rider would assure it will accrue a dollar for dollar recovery of  any storm related
repair expenses, ComEd would have an economic incentive to reduce its present expenditures on
preventive measures covered by base rates, in favor of Rider SEA recovery of later spending  for
storm damage repair, according to IIEC. 

IIEC contends Rider SEA has the potential to introduce cross subsidies and therefore, it
should be rejected.  However, if it is approved by the Commission, IIEC recommends a more cost-
based allocation of the Rider SEA surcharge/credit.  IIEC avers, depending on the cost of service
study approved in this case, it should be a relatively straightforward matter to determine, for each
customer class, the relative share of the normalized base rate expense.  IIEC argues the Rider SEA
revenue deemed collectible from each class, should be collected on a demand basis for those classes
for which the distribution facilities charge (“DFC”) is collected on a demand basis and on an energy
basis for the residential class and smallest non-residential customers, without demand meters, since
base rates are charged in that way.

IIEC recommends rejection of Rider SEA.  However, if the Commission approves the Rider,
the cost allocation it has recommended for this Rider should be adopted.

VIII. COST OF SERVICE AND ALLOCATION ISSUES

A. Overview

IIEC has challenged the validity of ComEd’s COSS in this proceeding.  IIEC says problems
with ComEd’s study are evident from ComEd’s proposed rates for large customers, which are
illogical on their face.  IIEC opines these proposed rates represent high rate increases over current
rates, which were deemed just and reasonable by the Commission barely two years ago. IIEC also
pointed out ComEd’s rates are dramatically higher than those approved for large customers of other
Illinois utilities without any readily apparent cost justification and fails to reflect long standing rate
relationships, class customer demands, and service voltage levels according to IIEC. These
discrepancies and irrational study results led IIEC to review ComEd’s COSS in detail.  IIEC claims
that review found numerous errors and flaws in ComEd’s COSS that make use of ComEd’s study for
setting rates in this case inappropriate.  IIEC points out that prior ComEd studies have had limited
use in establishing delivery rates, and have not been used at all for the large customers within IIEC,
since the original cost study used in 1999, and thus argues that any claim of precedent by ComEd is
of little import.
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  IIEC argues that if the Commission approves the use of a COSS for revenue allocation and
rate design purposes in this case, it should only approve the modified version of ComEd’s study
offered by IIEC.  The Commission should accept all the corrections offered by IIEC and direct
ComEd to modify its future studies to correct the errors and flaws identified by IIEC, according to
IIEC’s recommendation. 

IIEC argues that absent those corrections and modifications, the Commission cannot
accurately determine, using ComEd’s flawed COSS, the level of costs imposed by each customer
class, and thus, the extent of any cross subsidies.  IIEC concludes that without a sound basis for
differential increases to various customer classes, that is a valid cost study, the Commission should
approve an across-the-board increase so that each customer class receives an increase in proportion
to the overall increase in ComEd’s revenue requirement. 

C. Embedded Cost of Service Study Issues

1. Appropriate Study

IIEC says cost of service is a basic and fundamental concept in the ratemaking process and
that its most important underlying tenent is the cost-causation principle.  (Stowe, IIEC Ex. 3.0-C at
4:49-52).  IIEC states that the initial step in a COSS is to distinguish costs according to major
functions (i.e., transmission, distribution and customer) and, when needed, sub-functions such as
primary and secondary voltage distribution lines, services, and line transformer costs, etc. The refined
process allows the analyst to aggregate costs associated with specific functions and assign them more
precisely to the customer classes that benefit from those costs.  

In identifying cost causation, IIEC claims, for example, a copy analyst should recognize
customers who own or rent the transformers serving their facilities and who have agreed to have their
usage metered on the primary, or higher voltage, side of the transformer, i.e., Primary customers.
Such customers IIEC says, benefit from the utility’s primary distribution system, sub-transmission
and transmission systems, customer service functions, etc., but do not use or receive any benefit  from
the secondary distribution system, i.e., the part of the system operated at lower voltages.  By defining
separate primary and secondary distribution functions.  IIEC argues a properly done cost study
minimizes the possibility that the primary customers could be allocated secondary system costs. 

IIEC states the next step in a properly performed cost study is to classify the functionalized
costs based on cost-causation principles, on the basis of whether they vary with the quantity of energy
consumed, the peak electrical demand, the number of customers served or some combination of these
three classifications.  

IIEC says the third step in the COSS is to assign or allocate functionalized and classified costs
to each class of customers, using factors that are consistent with the causes identified in the second
or classification step of the study.  This third step often relies on additional or supplemental studies
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and analyses of class loads, line losses, average meter costs, number of customers, and other
information, which is used to calculate the allocation ratios or factors for the COSS, according to
IIEC.  

IIEC claims that, in general, an appropriate study should seek to distinguish costs as much
as possible.   According to IIEC, distinguishing costs and cost causing factors within a COSS
provides many benefits, including greater accuracy, ability to identify and minimize subsidies, a basis
for fair and equitable rates, a more robust COSS, proper information on which to base the
Commission’s rate setting decisions and improving the data and the reliability of the COSS results.

IIEC argues ComEd’s COSS does not properly distinguish its cost of service and therefore,
fails to provide these benefits.  IIEC also says that it produces rates and results that are not reasonable
or logical and is not appropriate for use in revenue allocation and rate design in this case.  According
to IIEC, unless ComEd’s study is modified as proposed by IIEC, there is no valid COSS in this case.

a.   ComEd’s COSS Produces Rates That Are Illogical.

IIEC claims that ComEd has four non-railroad customer classes for customers with demands
greater than 1 megawatt.  Those classes are the Very Large Load Class (1 MW to and including 10
MW), the Extra Large Load Class (over 10 MW), the High Voltage-below 10 MW Class; and the
High Voltage-over 10 MW Class. IIEC points out ComEd originally proposed a system average
increase of 21% in its overall revenue requirement, but that under ComEd’s rate design in its direct
case, IIEC says three of the large customer classes would have received delivery service rate
increases ranging from 121% to 225%.  One class would have received an increase of more than ten
times the system average increase and two classes with demands of more than 10 MW would have
received increases that exceed the dramatic increases proposed by ComEd for these customers in the
last ComEd delivery service case and which were rejected by the Commission according to IIEC.
In its rebuttal case, IIEC claims ComEd partially corrected its Rebuttal COSS.  ComEd’s Rebuttal
COSS and rate design produces increases for the Extra Large Load Class, the High Voltage - below
10 MW Class, the High Voltage - over 10 MW Class of 142%, 124%, and 94% respectively, absent
any mitigation.  

IIEC says these  increases are excessive, and the rates themselves are illogical. IIEC claims
that without explanation, ComEd’s proposed rate structure reverses rate relationships that have
existed in ComEd’s rates in every ComEd delivery service tariff approved to date.  IIEC says ComEd
corrected this particular anomaly in its rebuttal testimony, but did not correct the others.  IIEC claims
,for example, that ComEd’s original rates contained a higher DFC  for standard voltage customers
with demands greater than 10 MW than they do for customers with demands below 10 MW
($6.01/kW v. $5.76/kW).  IIEC argues this represents a reversal of a rate relationship that has existed
since ComEd first initiated delivery service, and which ComEd has maintained reflected its cost of
service. 
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IIEC opines that ComEd argued in its very first delivery service case in Docket 99-0117, that
its proposed rate classes were based on size and had a high correlation between the voltage levels at
which customers were served and that, in some cases, they correlated perfectly with those voltage
levels. (Order, August 26, 1999, ICC Dkt. No. 99-0117 at 50).  IIEC says the  Commission accepted
this argument and in addition, determined that ComEd’s rates properly assigned costs in accordance
with the principles of cost causation and were just and reasonable.  In the delivery service case in
Docket 01-0423, IIEC states ComEd argued that it was more costly to serve customers below 69 kV
than it was to serve customers at or above 69 kV, demonstrating that even in ComEd’s opinion,
higher voltage customers are less costly to serve.  (See, Order, Commonwealth Edison, ICC Dkt. 01-
0423, Order, March 28, 2003 at 152). 

IIEC says that ComEd’s claim that the Commission expressly created specific interclass
subsidies in the last case is incorrect.  According to IIEC, the anomalies in ComEd’s rate structure
are not a function of specific subsidies created by the Commission. ComEd’s claim is refuted by the
language of the Commission’s order in ComEd’s last delivery service rate case, Docket 05-0597,
where the Commission stated it was “...  persuaded that the cost of serving very large customers is
potentially lower than serving significantly smaller customers.”  (Commonwealth Edison, ICC Dkt.
05-0597, Order, July 26, 2006 at 196).  Therefore, IIEC says the Commission adopted IIEC’s
proposal for establishing rates for over 10 MW customers in that case.  IIEC reasons that obviously
the Commission did not expressly create subsidies for larger customers, and the discrepancies and
anomalies in ComEd’s proposed rates in this case are not explained by subsidies allegedly created
by the Commission.

b. COSS Produces Rates For Large Customers Well in Excess of
Those of Other Illinois Utilities 

IIEC says the validity of ComEd’s COSS and its claims of subsidies for large customers are
also called into question by a comparison of ComEd’s rates for its over 10 MW customers to those
of other Illinois utilities providing delivery service to customers of a similar size.  

IIEC claims the differences in these charges are not simply due to it being more expensive
for ComEd to provide delivery service than it is for the three Ameren companies, showing that
ComEd’s revenue requirement on a per kWh of electricity delivered basis, in comparison to the
requirement per kWh of the three Ameren companies, demonstrates that ComEd’s current unit cost
of delivery service is within the range of those three utilities. 

c. Similarities Between ComEd’s Present COSS and Past COSSs Do
Not Support Use of ComEd’s Proposed COSS In This Case

IIEC says the ComEd COSS closest in time to the proposed COSS in this case is the COSS
presented by ComEd in Docket 05-0597.  However, according to IIEC, that COSS was not used for
setting rates for large customers.  (See, Order, July 26, 2006, ICC Dkt. 05-0597 at 196).  IIEC claims
in Docket 01-0423, the ComEd COSS was not used at all to allocate revenues to the various
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subclasses within the non-residential customer class. Instead, the Commission approved an across-
the-board rate increase proposal.  (Order, March 28, 2003, ICC Dkt. 01-0423 at 137).  IIEC states
only in ComEd’s original delivery service case, Docket 99-0117, did the Commission use the
Company’s embedded COSS to allocate revenue requirements among the non-residential delivery
service classes.  (Order, August 26, 1999, ICC Dkt. 99-0117 at 58 (“1999 Order”)).   However, in that
case, IIEC argues  there were significant differences in the COSS used to establish rates, as compared
to the current ComEd COSS.  IIEC says, for example, the rate classes for large non-residential
customers were defined differently, with customers taking service at high voltages being included
with other classes, and receiving a credit for services at high voltage.  (See, 1999 Order at 49-50).
IIEC says that given the Commission’s somewhat limited use of ComEd’s prior cost studies, their
use does not validate ComEd’s more expansive use of a similar study in this case. 

d. ComEd’s COSS is Flawed

IIEC says inspection of the Company’s COSS reveals that it contains several serious flaws
that are inconsistent with cost causation principles.  First, IIEC claims the Company’s COSS cannot
identify or separate primary and secondary distribution system costs and, therefore, assigns over $88
million in costs, incurred to install, operate, and maintain equipment used to provide service at
secondary voltages, to customers taking service at primary voltages.  Second, IIEC opines that
because the Company’s COSS does not recognize the costs imposed by safety and reliability
standards, such as the NESC, which are customer-related, the Company’s study improperly assigns
additional millions of dollars of customer-related plant and O&M costs to its rate classes on the basis
of demand.  Third, IIEC claims because the Company’s COSS improperly allocates costs to
customers taking services at voltages above 69 kV, it assigns costs incurred to install, operate, and
maintain equipment, operating below 69 kV to customers taking service at or above 69 kV. 

With regard to its third point, IIEC says the Company directly assigned over $9 million in
plant and O&M costs associated with the high voltage electrical service stations to the high voltage
classes.  ComEd’s COSS also allocated $1.2 million of high voltage distribution substation costs and
slightly over $1 million of high voltage distribution line costs to the high voltage classes. But,
ComEd’s COSS also allocated low voltage substation costs and low voltage distribution line costs
to the high voltage class. 

IIEC argues the ComEd study models and allocates costs to high voltage customers served
via a distribution system composed of high and low voltage substations and lines.  The high voltage
costs are directly assigned to the high voltage classes according to IIEC.  In addition, low voltage
distribution costs are allocated to the high voltage classes.  Because ComEd does not distinguish
primary and secondary distribution costs in its study, IIEC says a portion of the low voltage
distribution line costs incurred to serve secondary customers operating at voltages of less than 4 kV
are unavoidably allocated to the high voltage classes which do not make use of them.  

IIEC says ComEd recognized this problem in its rebuttal testimony.  IIEC notes that ComEd
claimed it had revised downward the 69 kV allocator to the high voltage class to reduce distribution
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costs assigned to that class.  However, IIEC says ComEd never explained, discussed or supported its
adjustment with any supporting evidence.  Therefore, IIEC argues the parties and the Commission
cannot verify that ComEd’s adjustment fully and correctly remedied the flaw in its study. 

e. ComEd’s COSS Should Be Rejected

IIEC argues ComEd’s study has produced rates which are illogical, contain several flaws and
should not be used in setting rates and allocating revenue responsibility in this case.  IIEC
recommends if the Commission wishes to use a cost of service study in this case, it should use IIEC’s
modified study, which appropriately incorporates a primary and secondary split and gives recognition
to the customer related portion of the distribution system cost attributable to meeting safety and
reliability standards.  In addition, adoption of any COSS in this proceeding should be  subject to the
mitigation plan proposed by IIEC witness Stephens.  If the Commission determines there is no valid
cost of service study for use in setting rates and allocating revenues in this case, then the Commission
should adopt an across-the-board revenue allocation.

2. Primary/Secondary Split

a. ComEd’s COSS Does Not Recognize a Primary/Secondary Split
of Its Distribution Costs 

IIEC points out the ComEd COSS identifies and distinguishes the costs of service at only two
voltage levels.  The first level is at and above 69 kV or “High Voltage.”  The second level is below
69 kV or “Distribution.”  IIEC argues this single cost distinction fails to give recognition to either the
cost of service impact of the voltage level at which service is taken or the fact that ComEd has
Primary customers in the Distribution group.  These distribution group customers are secondary
customers served at 3.7kV and below.    

IIEC says ComEd’s COSS allocates secondary distribution system costs to customers who
take service directly from the primary system.  IIEC claims as a result, the study is not only unable
to prevent the subsidization of secondary distribution costs by customers taking service from the
primary system, it ensures such subsidies will occur.  Approximately 0.2% of customers take service
directly from the primary system. These customers  represent more than 20% of ComEd’s total
system peak load.  IIEC says in the current proceeding, ComEd has projected its total cost of service
at slightly over $2 billion. IIEC claims over $920 million of this amount is associated with
distribution lines.  A significant portion of the $920 million is used solely to install, operate and
maintain the secondary system; however, ComEd has not attempted to quantify that portion. IIEC
witness Stowe estimated that approximately $360 million of the $920 million represents the cost of
the secondary system. Separation of the primary and secondary system costs would reduce the
allocation of secondary distribution costs to primary customers by nearly $89 million according to
IIEC.  IIEC says ComEd’s failure to incorporate a primary/secondary split in its cost of service study
has a significant impact on the customers.
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IIEC says ComEd has admitted that it could  improve its study by performing a
primary/secondary split of its distribution system, and agreed a COSS that does not distinguish
between primary and secondary costs, will inevitably produce rates that impose secondary costs on
primary customers. 

IIEC argues that ComEd initially took the position that it did not have the information to
further identify the voltages of its distribution lines. But,  ComEd’s operations require a thorough
knowledge of the voltages at which all of ComEd’s electrical lines and electrical equipment operate.
IIEC says that obviously ComEd should have sufficient information to perform a primary/secondary
split.

IIEC also says that ComEd claimed that it did not record its gross plant and accumulated
depreciation on its books in a way that would facilitate the primary/secondary split.  IIEC points out
the books ComEd referred to are its books of account.  These books are mandated by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) in its Code of Federal Regulations.  IIEC says these
regulations require each utility to keep its books of account and all other books and records so as to
be able to readily furnish full information as to any item included in any account. IIEC also argues
the Federal Regulations also require utilities to maintain records supporting the entries for overhead
construction costs to show “. . . the nature and amount of each overhead expenditure charged to each
construction work order and to each electric plant account, . . .”  (See, Stowe, IIEC Ex. 7.0 at 6:83-88
quoting FERC 18 CFR, Ch. 1, Pt. 101 “Electric Plant Instructions”, Subpart 4.c, P. 350 of the April
1, 2006 Edition.)  IIEC reasons utilities do not always  record gross plant and accumulated
depreciation on their books in a way that makes the primary/secondary distinction obvious, but,
FERC’s requirement that the utilities record the “nature and amount” of each expenditure and link
them to a construction work order mandates the data be kept in a manner that allows utilities to
identify costs associated with the primary and secondary distribution system components.  

IIEC witness Mr. Stowe testified that based on his experience as an employee of a public
utility, he knew that ample data generally exists in the utility’s continuous property records (“CPR”)
to allow identification and separation of primary or secondary component costs. He also testified that
ComEd’s reluctance to separate such costs is the exception rather than the rule, noting specifically
that the Ameren utilities in Illinois separate primary and secondary costs, as do the majority of
investor-owned utilities in Missouri.  He further noted that identification of primary and secondary
plant is a common practice of many, if not most, utilities across the nation.  IIEC says ComEd itself
was able to separately identify primary and secondary distribution costs in its 1999 rate case. 

IIEC says that ComEd also argued that determining a primary and secondary split would be
a tremendous undertaking.  However, IIEC witness Stowe testified that during his employment with
Aquila, he was responsible for performing engineering studies to identify the primary and secondary
portions of the utility’s distribution system.  He was able to complete primary and secondary studies
for all four Aquila companies in Missouri, Kansas and Colorado within six months, using Aquila’s
CPR. IIEC says Mr. Stowe was solely responsible for these studies and generally worked alone,
though it was sometimes necessary to visit with other employees of the company such as field
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engineers or members of the Company’s IT or purchasing departments.

IIEC says ComEd also implied that performing a secondary/primary split would simply
complicate future rate cases by opening up new areas of controversy.  However, IIEC witness Mr.
Stowe noted that of the four primary/secondary split studies he personally had performed, three were
reviewed extensively by various parties, including other public service commissions during separate
cases. He also indicated that none of his studies had been rejected because the methods he used were
deemed improper or the data used was considered insufficient. None of the primary and secondary
studies  personally performed have been rejected by any Commission and no party in those cases
challenged either the methods or the data used to determine the primary and secondary percentages.
IIEC says that  even if ComEd’s argument that new areas of controversy may be opened proves to
be true, that is not a valid basis for rejecting a primary/secondary split in ComEd’s COSS now or in
a future case.  IIEC says that if such a standard were applied in this case, Rider SMP and Rider SEA
would be rejected because of their controversial nature.

In summary, IIEC states ComEd’s COSS is deficient and fatally flawed.  It fails to properly
recognize a primary/secondary split in order to accurately reflect cost causation on the ComEd
system.  The COSS, as a result of the failure to include a primary/secondary split, creates and
perpetuates subsidization of secondary costs by primary customers who receive no benefit from the
secondary system.  IIEC says contrary to ComEd’s arguments, an appropriate analysis or study can
be done using information that is already available to ComEd and with a reasonable investment of
man-hours. Therefore, IIEC recommends the ComEd study should be modified as recommended by
IIEC witness Stowe to incorporate a primary/secondary split.  In the alternative, IIEC says ComEd
should be directed to incorporate a primary/secondary split in its next delivery service rate case.

b. IIEC’s Modification of the ComEd COSS to Incorporate a
Primary/Secondary Split 

IIEC witness Stowe modified the ComEd COSS to incorporate a primary/secondary split.
His changes allow the COSS to separately identify and allocate primary and secondary distribution
costs.  According to IIEC, this was accomplished using the primary and secondary percentages he
determined for the major distribution facilities’ accounts – FERC Account 364 (Poles, Towers and
Fixtures); Account 365 (overhead conductors and devices); Account 366 (underground conduit); and
Account 367 (underground conductors and devices) - - in modified formulae to calculate the sub-
functionalized (primary or secondary) costs for each FERC account.  

IIEC says where costs could not be readily associated with a specific FERC account or could
not be separated using the FERC account percentages. Mr. Stowe separated the subject costs into
primary and secondary components using the ratio of the primary to secondary costs identified in the
FERC accounts. Mr. Stowe used data obtained in discovery to determine the primary and secondary
percentages he specified in the modified study. This discovery data illustrated the percentage of
primary and secondary wire purchased by ComEd in the last five years for overhead and underground
wire.  Based on the percentage data obtained from the Company in discovery, Mr. Stowe found that
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25% of all overhead conductor, and 50% of all underground cable purchased in the last 5 years was
specifically designated as “secondary” and intended for use on the secondary portion of the
distribution system.  In accordance with this, he identified 75% of the cost reflected in FERC
Accounts 364 and 365 as primary and 25% as secondary. For Accounts 366 an 367, he specified 50%
primary and 50% secondary.  His modification of the ComEd COSS reduced or eliminated the
problem of unfairly allocating secondary costs to primary customers and the resulting subsidies.  

IIEC says adoption of Mr. Stowe’s modifications to ComEd’s cost study to separate primary
and secondary costs reduces by nearly $89 million the secondary costs misallocated to primary
customers, who bear no responsibility for their incurrence.  IIEC claims that while this modification
will have a de minimus impact on the total revenue requirement of ComEd, it will significantly affect
the revenues recovered from the individual customer classes, by recognizing cost causation. 

IIEC says that Mr. Stowe’s primary/secondary split will enhance the accuracy of the
Company’s COSS and allow it to better model its operations and costs.  It will allow the Company
to consider multiple scenarios and provide better results in the accuracy and fairness of the
Company’s COSS.  The primary/secondary split will also help cost analysts understand the
interaction of ComEd’s cost and operational practices and provide decision makers with a clearer
view of the impact of their choices. 

c. Opposition to Primary/Secondary Split

IIEC claims several parties supported its proposal to incorporate a primary/secondary split
into the ComEd COSS. IIEC notes that ComEd has acknowledged that incorporation of the
primary/secondary split  would improve its study and suggested resolution of the issue was a policy
decision for the Commission. According to IIEC, one party has actively opposed the use of the
primary/secondary split in this case.  IIEC says AG witness Mr. Rubin criticized Mr. Stowe’s method
for determining the primary/secondary split.   IIEC says Mr. Rubin did not disagree in theory with
separating primary and secondary lines for the purpose of measuring costs in this case.  He criticized
Mr. Stowe’s method for doing so.  However, this criticism, according to IIEC, was based entirely on
a lay-person’s inference that primary cable, which carries a much higher electrical load, is more
expensive than secondary cable. IIEC claims this inference was in turn, based on another erroneous
assumption that the weight of the primary cable is equal to the amount of metal in the cable and the
amount of metal in the cable determines its costs.

IIEC says a review of Mr. Stowe’s Exhibit 3.2 (on which Mr. Rubin purported to rely) shows
that Mr. Rubin was simply wrong.  IIEC argues under Mr. Rubin’s theory, the conductor/wire used
for primary distribution facilities should weigh more than the conductor/wire used for secondary
distribution facilities.  IIEC’s says Exhibit 3.2  demonstrates that 91% of  the 4/0 wire purchased by
ComEd exclusively for use in its secondary distribution system is larger than 91% of the wire in the
underground cable for the primary system. 

Thus, IIEC argues under Mr. Rubin’s erroneous theory, it is the secondary cable that would
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be more expensive because it contained more metal.  According to IIEC, this demonstrates the
inaccuracy of Mr. Rubin’s analysis and his criticism of Mr. Stowe’s calculation of the
primary/secondary split.

3. Minimum Distribution System

IIEC says while it is true that cost causation is often directly related to electrical parameters
like voltage level or peak demand, they are not the only cost causing factors that should have been
considered in the ComEd COSS.  IIEC claims that in the development of its COSS, the Company
ignored the fact that there are delivery service costs that are directly attributable to mandated safety
and reliability requirements for electric utility distribution facilities and that these costs do not vary
with customer demand. Therefore, IIEC argues these costs should not be allocated on the same basis
as demand-related distribution system costs.  

IIEC points out these costs represent the minimum cost incurred by ComEd to install that
portion of the distribution system costs that do not vary with customer demand. According to IIEC
they represent a cost associated with adding customers to the system. This minimum cost is
associated with what is generally called the minimum distribution system (“MDS”).  IIEC says each
time the Company extends or extended its primary and secondary distribution system, or replaces or
replaced a component on that system, it incurs or incurred these costs.  According to IIEC, the cost
of the distribution system that ComEd must build simply to provide service to its customers,
regardless of the electrical demand of those customers, is the cost of the MDS. The cost of the MDS
is directly related to the number of customers on the Company’s system.  IIEC concludes the MDS
is, therefore, properly classified as a customer cost and properly allocated among customer classes
in proportion to the  number of customers in each class. 

a. Customer Electrical Demand is Not the Only Criterion that
Should Be Considered as a Cost Causation Factor on the ComEd
Delivery System

IIEC says to provide service to a residential customer, a utility cannot install wires smaller
than a certain mandated minimum size; nor can a utility hang wires below a certain height.  IIEC
claims these requirements are entirely independent of the customer’s maximum peak demand or
energy usage.  The utility is required to abide by the safety and reliability standards contained in the
NESC.  Under those standards, even if the demand of an existing customer increases or decreases,
the cost of meeting the NESC standards remains fixed.  IIEC argues the cost of meeting the Code
requirements for a customer with a peak demand of 3 kW is exactly the same as that for a customer
with a peak demand of 100 kW.   Similarly, IIEC says  if a customer expands its electrical load from
3 kW to 100 kW, additional costs on the system above the MDS, if any, would properly be allocated
based on demand.

According to IIEC, whenever the utility extends the primary and/or secondary system to serve
additional customers of any class, the utility must conform to the minimum safety and reliability
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standards.  It will, as a result, incur additional minimum system costs.  These costs associated with
the MDS vary in direct proportion to the number of customers.   The components of the system that
only just conform to these safety and reliability standards such as the NESC, comprise the MDS.  

IIEC argues the Commission has adopted the NESC standards. (See, 83 Ill. Adm. Code
305.20(b)), and Illinois utilities must comply with its mandates.  IIEC says the Code contains the
minimum facilities and construction standards  necessary for the safety of the public and utility
employees in the installation, operation or maintenance of electric supply and communication lines
or their associated equipment.  IIEC says ComEd’s COSS assumes that the total cost of facilities
installed to meet code requirements are demand related.  IIEC states this is simply incorrect.
Therefore, IIEC concludes the Company’s study is in error because it violates basic cost causation
principles.

IIEC claims the Company’s allocation of these customer related costs on the basis of demand
is also inconsistent with the way the Company allocates distribution costs in its day-to-day
operations.  IIEC argues ComEd has tariffs on file with the Commission that allow it, in particular
circumstances, to distribute the cost of distribution components on a basis other than demand.   IIEC
reasons that obviously, at a very practical level, the Company has accepted that certain line extension
costs should be distributed in a way that is reflective of the number of customers, not demand (or
energy usage).  

IIEC takes the position that in this case, the Company’s COSS is not capable of allocating
MDS costs to customer classes properly.  Further, IIEC says no precise analysis of ComEd’s
distribution costs using the preferred method for determining those costs is available in this case.  

Lacking the information for such precise MDS study, IIEC witness Mr. Stowe (who IIEC says
performed these studies in his prior employment with a public utility), estimated customer and
demand percentages needed for the allocation of the Company’s distribution system using
information from studies of comparable companies which Mr. Stowe either performed or reviewed.
IIEC says he determined customer and demand percentages for FERC Account 364 (Poles), Account
365 (Overhead wires), Account 366 (Conduit), and Account 367 (Underground conductor). 

IIEC says Mr. Stowe assumed NESCS standards apply to all utilities, and based on that
assumption and his experience in performing MDS for public utilities in other jurisdictions, he
estimated applicable customer and demand percentages within the range of percentages determined
by other utilities with urban operations, suburban operations, and rural operations similar to those of
ComEd.  

IIEC says adoption of Mr. Stowe’s recommendation would improve the accuracy of the
Company’s study. IIEC recommends the Commission should reject the Company’s study unless
modified to incorporate the MDS adjustment. However, IIEC says that if the Commission determines
that Mr. Stowe’s specific MDS adjustment is  inappropriate for any reason, it should direct the
Company to perform a precise study that  recognizes the impact of the minimum safety and reliability
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standards on the cost of constructing and installing the utility’s distribution system.  IIEC argues the
costs thus identified can help correct the wrong assumption made in the Company’s COSS that the
cost of the distribution system is exclusively demand related.

b. The MDS Approach Should Not Be Rejected  

IIEC says AG witness Mr. Rubin has argued that IIEC’s MDS proposal should be rejected
because IIEC witness Mr. Stowe had allegedly failed to justify the Commission’s acceptance of the
MDS approach and the Commission had rejected variations of that approach in the past.  IIEC says
Mr. Stowe has clearly demonstrated for the first time that there is a substantial portion of the ComEd
distribution system designed and constructed to meet specific safety and reliability standards,
imposed by the Commission. Meeting these standards imposes a minimum cost on ComEd to serve
its customers.  IIEC says Mr. Stowe explained that these costs, in total, vary with the number of
customers on the utility’s system, not customer demand. 

IIEC argues that as a utility employee and witness, Mr. Stowe conducted and presented MDS
studies that have been accepted by other utility commissions.  (See, Stowe, IIEC Ex. 7.0 at 28:563-
564).   For example, IIEC cites in Re: The Investigation and Suspension of Tariff Sheets Filed by
Aquila, Inc., d/b/a Aquila Networks-PWC with Advise No. 586, 2004 Colo. PUB LEXIS 965, the
Colorado Public Utilities Commission was called upon to resolve whether FERC Accounts 364
through 368.001 should be classified as customer-related and demand-related; or demand-related
only.  (Id. at *30-*31).  IIEC says that Mr. Stowe’s position was accepted by the Colorado
Commission in the face of many of the same arguments made against his position here.

4. Average and Peak Methodology

IIEC says City of Chicago witness Mr. Edward Bodmer, correctly noted that ComEd’s COSS
assumed that all of ComEd’s investment in its distribution system was exclusively demand related.
IIEC claims Mr. Bodmer then suggested that the Commission adopt the average and peak (“A&P”)
allocation method for the allocation of distribution costs because it considers both peak demand and
energy usage (average demand).  (See, Bodmer, City Ex. 1.0-C at 20:346-350 and 355-359).  IIEC
says Mr. Bodmer suggested that ComEd’s allocation of distribution costs set exclusively on the basis
of demand is based on the fiction that ComEd incurs costs only to serve peak demand, but failed to
recognize that his proposed A&P allocator is equally fictitious.  IIEC argues Mr. Bodmer did not
demonstrate or show how costs of the distribution system are caused by or affected by average
demand or energy usage.  

IIEC argues the ability of the distribution system to deliver electrical energy and serve
average demand of customers throughout the year does not influence its cost. IIEC says three
examples demonstrate that average demand does not impact the cost of the distribution system.  In
the first example, it was assumed that the peak demand of the relevant group of customers was less
than the capacity of the secondary and primary distribution systems, if the systems were constructed
solely to conform to safety and reliability standards.  According to IIEC, under this scenario, the
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secondary and primary systems cannot be constructed simply to meet peak demand because doing
so would not conform to the NESC standards.  In this scenario, the secondary and primary systems
must be built to conform to the NESC instead.  Therefore, IIEC argues it is the NESC standards that
cause these costs to be incurred, not average demand.  

In the second scenario presented by IIEC, the combined peak demand of the relevant
customers was greater than the capacity of either the secondary or the primary system and therefore,
these systems would require upgrading.  IIEC says that in upgrading its system to meet this additional
demand, utility engineers would estimate the peak demand that this portion of the utility system
would experience and design upgrades accordingly.  IIEC opines that in this scenario, two factors
combine to cause the total cost of the upgraded system.  The first factor is the minimum safety and
reliability standards represented by the NESC and the second factor is the projected peak demand of
the customers on the system. IIEC says again, average demand does not impact the cost of the
system. 

In IIEC’s  third scenario the average demand of the relevant group of customers was greater
than the capacity of the minimum system required by the NESC, but less than the upgraded capacity
of the system.  Under this scenario, IIEC says the utility incurs no additional costs.

Therefore, IIEC has surmised that it was unreasonable to conclude that average demand or
energy influences distribution system costs. In IIEC’s opinion, the factors influencing the cost of the
system are the need to build a minimum system to serve the customer in accordance with NESC
standards and the need to ensure that the system is constructed to meet the highest demand/peak
demand requirements of the customers.  IIEC says average demand and energy usage simply are not
cost causative factors for delivery services.  

IIEC argues no party has presented a modified COSS in this case reflecting the use of an A&P
allocator. Therefore, IIEC says there is no evidentiary basis for accepting City witness, Mr. Bodmer’s
recommendation in this case, even if the Commission agreed with the concept.  Finally, IIEC notes
the Commission has previously rejected the use of the A&P method in ComEd cases.  (Order, July
26, 2006, Dkt. 05-0597 at 172).  It should do so again in this case.

E. INTERCLASS ALLOCATION ISSUES

1. Across-the-Board Increase

IIEC states that rates should be set based on interclass revenue allocation and other processes
founded on a valid COSS, but that ComEd has not presented a valid COSS.  IIEC claims that
virtually every party conducting any significant review of ComEd’s COSS in this case has identified
significant shortcomings in the ComEd study, mentioning ICC Staff, IIEC, other parties, and even
ComEd’s own cost of service witness.  According to IIEC, Staff recognized a flaw in ComEd’s COSS
because it improperly allocated lower voltage costs to higher voltage customers and questioned and
cast considerable doubt on ComEd’s study, due to its unreasonable and unexpected results, although
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Staff did not focus on ComEd’s study in this case, due to its overriding concern about bill impacts.

According to IIEC, while the ComEd COSS has been criticized by many of the major parties
in this proceeding, IIEC, on the other hand, has presented a COSS in this case that recognizes the
difference between primary and secondary distribution system components in allocating costs and
recognizes that a substantial portion of the ComEd distribution system is customer-related, and thus
represents a significant improvement over ComEd’s study, and is the closest thing to a valid study
in the record in this case.

IIEC avers that, absent a valid COSS, the Commission would have no basis to assume the
existence of interclass, or intraclass subsidies and, thus, would have no basis to make any revenue
allocation in this case other than an across-the-board revenue allocation, and claims that even ComEd,
AG and other witnesses agree. Therefore, if the Commission concludes that the Company’s COSS
should be rejected and refuses to adopt IIEC’s COSS, then the Commission should approve an across-
the-board increase in this case.  

IIEC responds to ComEd’s claim that its rate design, which includes a rate mitigation plan
for only three non-residential rate classes, is more appropriate and reasonable than the across the
board increase proposed by Staff and others.  IIEC contends that ComEd’s arguments assume the
existence of a valid COSS.  IIEC also points out that ComEd’s mitigation plan is based on the ComEd
COSS.   The ComEd COSS produced illogical results, fails to differentiate between primary and
secondary distribution costs, and wrongly assumed that the distribution system was 100% demand
related.  

Therefore, IIEC, in the absence of a finding by the Commission that a valid COSS exists in
this case, believes the Commission should approve an across-the-board increase.

2. Other Rate Moderation/Mitigation Proposals

IIEC provides a rate moderation proposal that it claims should be used for rate design and
revenue allocation purposes, if the Commission determines that rates should be based on a valid
COSS instead of on an across the board basis.  Under IIEC’s proposal, increases to the Distribution
Facilities Charge (DFC) of any class would be limited to not more than 25 percentage points above
the overall revenue increase approved in this case.  Thus, if ComEd is granted an overall revenue
increase of 10% in this case, no customer class would receive an increase greater than 35% in its
DFC.  IIEC recommends that its rate moderation proposal would remain in place for as long as
necessary to get rates to cost of service, as shown by a valid COSS.  

If the Commission were to approve an across-the-board increase, IIEC’s rate moderation
proposal would not be necessary, according to IIEC, since no customer class would receive an
increase in its DFC greater than 25 percentage points above the system average increase.  The IIEC
approach is not limited to any particular customer class and provides guidance on movement to cost
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over time, while providing a more moderate level of increase for particular customer classes facing
significant increases.

According to IIEC, ComEd’s proposed rate moderation proposal is directed toward the Extra
Large Load Delivery Class, the High Voltage Delivery Classes and the Railroad Delivery Class only,
and appears to require the Commission to accept ComEd’s COSS in this case and subsequent cases,
thus, perpetuating the results of its flawed COSS.  Further, ComEd’s rate moderation approach still
results in relatively large increases for some customer classes.  For example, under the ComEd
approach, the over 10 MW - Extra Large Load class would still see an increase of 71%, while the
High Voltage Classes would see increases of 47% to 62%. 

IIEC addresses Staff’s two rate mitigation approaches in this proceeding.  The first proposal
was to reduce ComEd’s recommended increase to Extra Large Load and High Voltage (other)
customers.  (Lazare, Staff Ex. 6.0 at 9:136-149).  Staff recommended averaging the DFC for Medium
Load, Large Load, Very Large Load, Extra Large Load, and High Voltage (Other) customers.
Specifically, each of the customers in these classes would pay the same DFC of $5.85 per kW.
(Lazare, Staff Ex. 6.0 at 9:139-149).  IIEC opposes this initial Staff mitigation proposal.  The
proposal would increase the DFC for the Extra Large class by 138% and the High Voltage (Other)
class would see a 164% increase in its DFC.  In IIEC’s view, Staff’s initial proposal can hardly be
considered a viable rate mitigation approach under such circumstances.  Furthermore, Staff’s original
approach was based upon the Company’s COSS presented in its direct testimony.  IIEC points out
that ComEd modified its COSS in rebuttal, and therefore, with no supporting study, the Staff’s
averaging proposal is no longer valid.  

IIEC contends that, in any event, Staff witness Lazare made it clear that Staff’s original rate
mitigation proposal is no longer the preferred approach for the Staff.  Mr. Lazare recommended that
an across-the-board revenue increase be adopted in this case to minimize customer bill impacts for
all rate classes, not just the classes specified in the Staff’s original proposal

 Consistent with its overall position, IIEC recommends that Staff’s across-the-board approach
should be adopted in the absence of a finding by the Commission of a valid COSS in this proceeding.

IX. Rate Design

C. Rate Design Issues

2. Non-Residential

c. Primary and Secondary Billing Proposal

IIEC states that both it and the Department of Energy (“DOE”) have made billing proposals
that would effectively isolate the standard voltage load from high voltage load for customers in the
High Voltage Delivery Service Class. According to IIEC, distinguishing between standard voltage
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load and high voltage load for these customers would result in a more equitable treatment of the
customers within the High Voltage Delivery Service Class.  It would also eliminate any reason to
allocate a portion of the lower voltage system to these high voltage customers in the COSS.  

Under ComEd’s present rate structure, customers taking service at 69 kV and above are in
the High Voltage Delivery Service Class.  IIEC claims that approximately one-half of these
customers also have some electrical load at their plant or business locations that receive service at
voltages of below 69 kV.  Under the High Voltage Delivery Service Class structure implemented by
ComEd in the delivery service rates approved by the Commission in the Company’s last delivery
service rate case, ComEd has billed high voltage delivery service customers as if their entire load was
served at high voltage.  Because of this new rate class structure, ComEd allocates a portion of the
primary and secondary delivery system, i.e., below 69 kV, to the High Voltage Delivery Service
Class. IIEC claims that this is a significant flaw in ComEd’s COSS, and, as a result of this flaw, all
customers in the High Voltage Delivery Service Class pay for a portion of the primary and secondary
system, whether or not they have any service below 69kV. IIEC’s proposals would allow these
customers to be properly billed in accordance with cost causation, according to IIEC, and it would
eliminate any artificial rationale for allocating any portion of a lower voltage system to these high
voltage customers.

IIEC posits that because tariffs in the last case had to be in effect on January 2, 2007, the
Commission’s December 20, 2006 Order on Rehearing allowed ComEd to eliminate the service
voltage distinction in its tariffs “ to facilitate implementation by January 2, 2007" of the new tariffs..
 However, there is no indication in the order that the expedited arrangement was to be permanent, or
was to extend beyond the duration of the January 2, 2007 rates.

IIEC’s billing approach would establish a separate surcharge that would allow ComEd to
collect applicable delivery service charges for the relatively small portions of the High Voltage
Delivery Service Class loads that are not served at high voltage.  However, IIEC claims that its
approach would not require customer accounts to be split into two separate rate classes, as ComEd
has claimed, and notes that ComEd uses a similar approach in its current Rider ZSS-7 and does so
without creating separate delivery classes, and previously charged high voltage customers in this
manner prior to 2007, through a credit for service at high voltage (only) under its Rider 11 and its
Rider HVDS.  IIEC states that, due to the similarities in the effect of their proposals, IIEC would not
object if the DOE approach is approved by the Commission instead of IIEC’s.
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